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The submitted doctoral thesis of Mr. p.Brazdadeals with the preparation and characterisation

of nanocomposites composed of nanoparticles of iron(Il| oxide, namely with e.Fezo3 oÍI9S

embedded in a matrix of amorphous silica and prepared by the soi-gel method. The thesís is

focused on nanoparticles of pure iron(III) oxide and iron(III) oxide doped with gallium or

aluminium ions. It is aimed at the preparation of nanocomposites composed of e-Fezol

nanoparticies without additional traces of other phases of iron oxide' For this purpose several

heat-treatment processes of the prepared gels were experimentally investigated' Materials

prepared via these processes were characterised by a number of physical methods such as X-

ray diffraction, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, Móssbauer spectroscopy'

magnetic measurements., infrared and Raman spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance or

TGA and DTA analysis which show chemical composition, structure, dimensions and

magnetic properties of the prepared nanoparticles and nanocomposites' The thesis presents a

huge nurnber of experimental results, extensive interpretation parts which support

experimentai approaches for the preparation of pure or doped e-FezOl magnetic

nanocomposítes. The methodological results can be evaluated as the principai research

contribution of the thesis. However, as e-Fezo3 phase exhibit extraordinary magnetic

properties, the thesis can offer results applicable for the development of magnetic materials'

The thesis is divided into General Introduction and six chapters. General trtroduction

deďs witb general characteristics of the material research, shortly describes the term of

nanocomposites and points to several references which created starting points of the thesis' It

also.shows the goal of the thesis, however in very general form' The first chapter deals with

fundamentals of the sol-gel method and its using for the preparation of nanocomposites' and
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with basic terms and effects in magnetic materials' It briefly describes proťrle analysís of

diffraction lines and multidomain and monodomaing magnetic nanoparticles' ln details it

discuss the preparation and crystal and magnetic structures of iron(III) oxide phases' The f,rrst

chapter finishes with extensive parts dealing with fundamental1 of Móssbauer spectroscopy

and nuclear magnetic resonance'

It is not usualthat areader Íinds a specific goal of the research at General Conclusions

and in Introduction the goal is described a rather generally. I would also expect a rather more

extended parts dealing with methods for the preparation of nanocomposites via the sol-gel

method and related to magnetic nanoparticles'

The second chapter summarizes details on experimental methods and devices used for the

characterisation oťmaterials prepared in thesis. The third chapter deals with the preparation of

iron(Ill)-doped gels and their conversion into nanocomposites via their heat-treatment' it

describes a procedure for the preparďion of a special sol-gel precursoÍ' its geliing in mixtures

containing iron(III) nitrate or iron(Il! nitrate with gallium(Ill) nitrate or aluminium(Ilf

nitrate. It deais with aging, dryrng and thermal pre-treatment of the gels to a temperature of

300 "c and reports results on TGA/DTA characterisation of the pre-treated gel' The chapter

also deals with the description of heat-treatment regimes of the pre-treated gels namely a

constant regime and step-like regimes and it shows X-ray powder spectra of FezO:/SiOz

composites prepared at different heat-treatment regimes' Results of this chapter ailow us to

conclude that the maximum annealing temperature and heat-treatment time are important

factors for the preparation of nanocomposites e-FezOl/Sioz without traces of the other

iron(III) oxide phases. The last paÍts of the chapter deal with the preparation of

ttFe6NO:; t.9HzO and leaching of nanoparticles from silica matrices'

Ouestions to Chapter 3:

1. What was water/precursor ratio ín the sol-gel qmthesis? Was the same ratio kept in the ď1

synthesis?

2. What were dimensions of gel samples after ageing? were there any cracks in gels observed

during their drying?

The fourth chapter presents results of the extensive investigation of properties of Fezos/sio

nanocomposites by the techniques mentioned above' The use of the Rietveld refinement of



diff|action data and Móssbauer spectra substantially improved. the determination of the phase

composition. As a new phase, B-iron(Ilf oxide phase was found. An optimum annealing
temperature of 1050 oC was determined to be necessary for obtaining practically pure e-

iron(Ili) oxide phase in the nanocomposite. A model of the epsilon oxide structure was
obtained by the Rietveld refinement of diffraction d,ata. Magnetic properties of
nanocomposites with high contents of e-Fe2O3/SiO2 phase were determined as well as infrared
and Raman spectra which results represent the original contribution of the thesis.

Comment to Chapter 4 etc.

Values of parameters presented e.g. in Tabs. 4-3, 4-6 etc. were obtained by fitting
experimental data with models. In order to discuss physical consequences of these

parameters it is usually valuable to know their statistical errors and correlation. This would

be important namely for comparisons in4rome determined vaiues with ones published

elsewhere. Unforťunately, these data are missing in the thesis although in some cases it is
stated that differences are within effors.

Ouestions to Chapter 4

1. What is the explanation of the iron content values observed by EDX on a F9Hl000 samples
(Tab' 4-1)? Was the similar effect typical for other samples of iron(III) nanocomposites?

2. The presence of B-iron(III) oxide phase in a sample F9H1050 was suggested on the basis of
fitting of the Móssbauer spectrum although the diffraction data of the sample didn.t
indicate this phase. Is there other way how to distinguish this phase in the prepared

samples?

The fifth chapter deals with nanocomposites of general composition Al*Fe2-*O3/SiO2

(x:0.25, 0.50 and 0.75) prepared also by using the constant and step-like regimes at

temperatures of 1000 and 1100 oC. A suitable heat-treatment process made possible to prepare

pure s-A1*Fez-*OllSiO2 nanocomposites for x:0,50 and 0,75 and determine their structures

and properties. It has been proved that the structure.of these nanocrystals depends on Al
content.

Ouestions to Chapter 5

i. What were reasons for choosing a maximum annealing temperature of 1000 oC in the

constant regime and the step-like regime 11008 in the experiments of this chapter?

2.'What is the explanation of concentration inhomogeneities determined by the EDX?



3. What is the explanation of the presence of hematite in Al1xl100B samples and not in the

other ones?
Í

The sixth chapter deals with nanocomposites of general composition Ga*Fez-*OglSiOz

(x:0.25,0.50 and 0.75) prepared similarly as in the case of the Al-doped iron(Ilf oxide

nanocomposites. However, in the case of the Ga-doped nanocomposites a suitable heat-

treatment process enabled to prepare pure e-Ga*Fez-*O:/SiO2 nanocomposites for x:0,25 and

0,75. Similarly as in the case of the A1 doping it has been proved that the structure of

nanocrystals depends on Al content.

Questions to Chapter 6

1 . What is the explanation of the presence of hematite in the sample characterised with x:0.5

and not as in the case of the Al doping with x:0.25.

2. Tbe conclusion of part 6.4.L is that no hematite and maghemite diffraction pattems were

observed with samples Galxl1008 (I:1,2,3). However, in part 6.4.2 two iron(III) oxide

phases namely e and hematite ones' were considered for the Gůx7100B. What was the

reason that this phase model was used especially for this sample

Generally, I can state that the submitted thesis shows all basic steps of scientific work,

i.e. the definition of a research subject, choice and use of suitable approaches and tools for

doing the research, explanation and interpretation of the obtained results and drawing

reliable conclusions. Therefore, I have the pleasure to propose to the Defence Jury of the

Universite de Strasbourg, France and Charles University in Prague, CR to accept the thesis of

Mr. P. Brazda as basis for obtaining the degree "Doctor".

Prague, November 3rd, 2009
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